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Th.e equations of Dirac and the
M2(lE:l)-representation of Space-time

algebra STA

P.G. Vroegindeweij

Abstract

In its original form Dirac's equation has been expressed by use of the so-called ')'-matrices
')'IL, JL = 0,1,2,3. They are elements of the matrix algebra M 4 ( C). As emphasized by
Hestenes several times the ')'-matrices are merely a (faithful) matrix representation of a
Lorentz basis elL, JL = 0,1,2,3 for the real Clifford algebra Cl •3 , also called space-time
algebra STA. The use of the matrix algebra M 4 ( C) to represent STA has some unsatisfactory
aspects. The ')'-matrices contain imaginary numbers whereas the concerned Clifford algebra
is real.
Moreover the full matrix representation of Cl ,3 is not M4(C) but M2(1EI).
For that reason we investigate in this paper several forms of Dirac's equation in terms of
M2(lEI) instead of M4 (C).
In Section 1 we give a brief summary of the original equation of Dirac, describing electrons.
Section 2 contains some properties of the skew field lEI, the associated linear space lEI2 and
the full matrix algebra M2(lEI).
In Section 3 we describe the equation of Dirac for electrons in M 2 (lEI)-representation.
Section 4 deals with Dirac's equations presenting the electro-weak interaction for left oriented
pairs of leptons, also employing M2(lEI).
Finally in Section 5 we deal with Dirac's equation for strong interactions between quarks.
In constrast to su(2) X u(l), the Lie algebra su(3) is not isomorphic to any subalgebra of
Cl •3 •

Therefore we do not give a description of strong interactions by use of M2(lEI). Instead of such
an approach we describe these interactions using the space of quadruples of bivector fields in
STA. The thus obtained description has remarkable formal resemblance to the original Dirac
equations using wave functions with values in the linear space C4.
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1. Preliminaries

1.1. The equation of Dirac

The equation of Dirac, describing the behaviour of electrons and photons, can (in Feynmann
slash notation) be given by

i.w 'l1(x) = m W(x) (1)

where i E C, .w = ~ - iq $.., .w = 'YJJ. DJJ., ~ ='YJJ. 0,.., $.. =0'" A,.. whence D,.. = 0,.. - iq Aw One
calls 'l1(x) the matter field, it takes its values in C4.
The expression iq A,.. is called the gauge field, it has its values in u(l). The gauge transfor
mations can be presented by the couple

~(x) = e-ia(z) W(x) }

q A,.. = q AJJ. - oJJ. a(x )

(2)

and consequently h,.. W' = e-ia D,.. W. Passing from {'l1(x), A,..} to {W'(x), A,..} one has no
observable effects. Both couples describe the same state.

1.2. Some remarks about the matrices ,'"

The matrices 'Y"', J.L = 0,1,2,3 are fixed and traceless matrices of M4 ( C), usually chosen
unitary whence 'Yo is hermitean and 'Y1 , 'Y 2 , 'Ys are antihermitean.

The defining equations are

(3)

where 1J"'v = diag(l,-l,-l,-l).
As known these equations do not completely fix the 'Y"', however two unitary representations
h"'} and {'YJJ.} are related by

iJJ. = U 'YJJ. Ut with U t = U-1 .

This is connected with the Lorentz invariance of the Dirac equation.

REMARK.

Note that the 'Y'" are fixed matrices, (('Yo, 'Y1 , 'Y2 , 'YS ) is not a four-vector).

The so-called Pauli operators 0'1,0'2, O's satisfy the relations

and

1
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[O'lo O'l] = -2ieklmO'm (k,l,m =1,2,3).

We choose the matrix representation

0'1 = (~ ~) , 0'2 = (~i ~) , 0'3 = (~ ~1) .

REMARK.

The most usual representation for the Pauli operators is

0', - O'T - 0' _ (1 0)3- 3- 3- o -1 '

where O'f denotes the transposed of O'k. Instead of (5) they satisfy the relations

The reasons for our choice will be explained in Section 4.

(5)

(6)

The most used representations of the 'Y-matrices are the following: (we use the conventions
'''' = "l,..",'Y"', Le. 'Yo = 'Yo and 'Yle = -'Y1c, k = 1,2,3 throughout).

1) The standard representation (Dirac)

O'le )o ' k = 1,2,3 . (7)

This convention is also followed by Hestenes in his papers.

2) The Majorana representation

1'0 = ( ~2
0'2 ) -1 (i0'3 i~3 )0 'Y = 0

1'2 = ( ~2 -;2 ) -3 _ ( -iO'l 0 ), 'Y - 0
-iO'l

In this representation the quantity i ~ = i,'" 8,.. is real.

One has 1'''' = U 'Y'" Ut with U =...L (12
0'2) •

./2 0'2 -12

2
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3) The chiral representation

-0 = (0 12) -Te = ( 0 UTe)
, 12 0 " -uTe 0 '

k = 1,2,3 . (9)

This representation is employed if one wants to distinct left and right oriented particles. For

the left wave function function L = !(I. - ;707'7272) 'I' one finds ( 1: )and similariy for

the right wave function R = !(I. + h07'7273) 'I' the expression ( l: ).
The unitary relation between il-' and ,I-' can be given by il-' = U ,I-' ut with U = ~

4) The quaternionic representation

k = 1,2,3 (10)

with ,~ = U ,I-' Ut , U = (i~2 ~2) .
The quantities iUTe, k = 1,2,3 can be identified with the standard quaternions i, j and k
(compare Section 2).

3



2. Quaternions

2.1. Introduction

There is a number of reasons (compare Section 3) for describing the equation of Dirac by
means of the skew field (division ring) of quaternions JEI in stead of the field C. In such a
description the linear space JEI2 and the full algebra M2(JEI), consisting of all (2 X 2)-matrices
with elements in lEI, also playa role: The elements of JEI generally do not commute; this has
a number of inconvenient consequences. For that reason, before building up Dirac's theory
furtheron, we start with a number of properties of JEI, JEI2 and M 2(JEI). Of course we do
not strive for completeness. We only deal with those properties that could playa role in our
approach of the Dirac theory.

There are several ways to introduce the skew field JEI; here we mention three of them.

1) As pairs of complex numbers
This introduction is analogous to the introduction of complex numbers as pairs of real num
bers. One can write any element a in C as a = a + i l f3 with a,f3 E JR and if = -1. Now
define for pairs of complex numbers:

(a,b) (e,d) = (ae - bd, be +ad) .

This yields a skew field with unit element (1,0). We write (a,b) = a + i 2 b with i 2 = (0,1).
Beyond i~ = -1 we find i~ = -1 and il i2 = -i2il whence (il i2? = -1.
We call il i2 = is, whence i~ = -1, ilis = -isil , his = -isi2 and finally il i2is = -1.

REMARK 1
In retrospect il, i 2 .and is are indistinguishable (apart from orientation).

REMARK 2
In spite of the famous inscriptions on the Hamilton bridge in Dublin we use the notation
il , i2 , is in stead of i, j, k. It is more convenient and moreover the conventions i E C and also
i E IH sometimes can be confusing.
Every quaternion x can be written as

We often write io = 1 and xoio = xo.

2) As elements of M2(C)
This is a very straightforward representation of IH.
We identify:

4



1 and 12 = (~ ~)

i1 and · ( 0 ~ )ZO'l = i

(11)

i2 and · ( 0 ~1 )Z0'2 = 1

is and · ( Z ~i )ZO's = 0

REMARK
Note that in this case the convention i,j, k in stead of ill i2 , is would be highly confusing.

In this representation every element x of JlI can be written as

(
a -b)

x = b a ' a,b E C .

Note that xxt = (lal 2 + Ib12)I2 where xt is the Hermitean conjugate of x E M2(C). This
means that

Ill' / SU(2) ~ lR+ (12)

where Ill' is the multiplicative group of JlI\{O} and lR+ the multiplicative group of strictly
positive reals.

3) As the Clifford algebra CO,2

Let CO,2 denote the Clifford algebra of lR2 endowed with the quadratic form Q(x) = -x~ - x~,

x = (Xl,X2) E lR2.
The elements of CO,2 can be described by

that is to say q E JlI.
The main automorphism ele 1-+ -€Ie, mirroring the odd part of CO•2 , yields

while the main anti automorphism ele2 1-+ e2el, reflecting the order of €l and e2, gives

5



One finds for their composition

with properties q= q and ql . q2 = if.2 . iil·

2.2. The anti involution x ~ if

Let x = Xo + xlil + X2i2 + xsis E lH.
Define the quaternionic conjugate x of x by

and

the real part of x = Re(x) = i(x + x) = Xo,

the pure part of x= Pu(x) = lex - x) = xlil + X2i2 + xsis .

Hence for every x E lH there is a unique decomposition

x=Hx+x)+Hx-x)= Re(x)+Pu(x).

It is easy to be checked that

x = x iff Pucx) = 0 iff x2 ~ 0

x = -x iff Re (x) = 0 iff x2 ~ 0 .

REMARK

Writing q = (: ~b), a, b E C, that is to say considering q as an element of M 2( C) one

finds the Hermitean conjugate qt = (~b :).
On the other hand, considering q as an element of lH one finds also for the quaternionic

conjugate if. of q the expression if. = (~b :).
In fact it is confusing to use the convention -; in C as well as in lH.

To give lH more structure one introduces an anti involution of lH given by the map x 1-+ x,
x E lH. It has the following properties:

6



b) x· y = yx ,

c) X = x .

REMARK
Because aile, ~izl = €lelm ~im, k, 1, m = 1,2,3 the pure quaternions generate a Lie algebra
(isomorphic to su(2)). Consequently [x, y] is pure, x E lH, y E lH, that is to say [x, y] =
-[x,y] whence [x,y] = [x,y] and that is equivalent with

xy + yx = xy + yx .

This property brings us to the following orthogonal structure on lH.

Definition:

(x,y):= ~(xy+yx), (= ~(xy+yx))

with the following (immediate) properties.

o. (x, y) = (x, y) i.e. (x, y) E IR

1. (x,y)=(y,x)

2. (.,.) is bilinear

3. (x,x)=xx=xx=x~+x~+x~+x;

whence (x,x) > 0 for x =I 0 and (x,x) = 0 for x = o.
Moreover one finds the obvious orthogonality property

4. (x,y) = (x,y) .

Definition xJ..y iff (x, y) = o.
Example: (ile,il) = 6lel, k,l = 0,1,2,3 hence lH, considered as an algebra over IR, has
{ io, it, i2 , i3 } as an orthonormal basis.
Finally we define

II x ll = V(x,x) = vx~ +x~ +x~ + x;

with properties

1. Ilxllllyil = IIxyll ,
2. xx = xx = IIxll2 •

7



Note that for x =f:. 0 the inverse element x-1 is given by x-1 = 1I~12'

REMARK

Because i~ = -i~ = -i~ = -il = 1 the Lorentz structure of IH is obvious by the following
definition.

< x, Y >:= Hxy + yx +xy + yx)

with properties

o.

1.

2.

3.

< x,y >= < x,y >, Le. < x,y >E IR

< x,y >=< y,x >

< ',' > is bilinear

< xx >- 1 (x2+x2) - x2 x2 x2 x2'-2" - 0- 1- 2- 3

and moreover the obvious orthogonality property

4. < x,y >=< x,y >.

REMARK

Considering IH as 0' it is also possible IH to endow with a sesquilinear complex inner product
in the following way.
Let x' = Xo + Xl i 1 +X2i2 + X3i3 = Xo + xl i 1 + (X2 +x3id i 2 E IH and associale with x' the
quantity

is a complex sesquilinear inner product on 0' (dependent on the special representation above,
using id.

2.3. Some remarks about IlJ2 and M2(IH)

IH is a skew field, so there are two distinct linear spaces IH 2 , the so-called left space and the
right space. We choose for the latter (column space). Scalars of IH act from the right, we
write

8



The map A: Ill 2 ---+ Ill2 is called linear if A(x + y) = Ax +Ay and A(XA) = (AX)A. (The
latter condition turns out to be the associativity of Ill.) Note that in our right space A(AX) =

A(A-1AA) x and hence in general not A(AX) = A(Ax) (consider Aas AI2 = (~ ~) ).
After introduction of a basis in Ill2 every linear map A : Ill2 ---+ Ill2 can be described with

a matrix A = (all a12 ) with elements in Ill. We want to know whether there is an
a21 a22

inverse A-I. Let for example A = (~1 ~2) with A-l = -iA. Calculating according to
t2 tl

linear spaces over commutative fields one finds that det A = i~ - i~ =0, hence the notion of
determinant has to be changed for spaces over skew fields. We want a notion of determinant
such that at any rate det A # 0 if and only if A-I exists and such that the theory of deter
minants for linear spaces over commutative fields rises again after change from a skew field
to a commutative field. It is not possible to fulfil the latter condition completely. The notion
of determinant that we shall introduce corresponds to the modulus of the determinant for
commutative fields. First we need a short trip into the geometric algebra (all details can be
found in [1]). The elements # 0 of a skew field ]( constitute a multiplicative group ]('. Let
e denote the commutator group of ](', that is to say the group generated by all elements
aba-1b-1 •

The factor group ]('Ie is commutative and the values of det A are chosen in this commuta
tive group.
In the underlying case ]( = III the situation is very simple.
e is the group of quaternions x with Ilxll = 1, that is to say e = SU(2) and Ill'I SU(2) ~ 1R+.
Compare (12).

(
all a12),Now we define for A =
a21 a22

Obviously one can conclude that A-I exists for al2a21 # 0 in case all = 0 and for
a22 # a2lallal2 in case all # o.

Example 1

(
il i2) d -1 1A = . . ,et A = 2 # 0, A = - '2A .
t2 tl

9



Example 2

A = (~ ~2) , det A = 0, A-1 does not exist but notice that
Zl Zs

Example 3

If all i 0, au i 0, a2l i 0, a22 i 0 one finds for the inverse A-1

A = (all au) with det Ai 0 that
a2l a22

( -1 )-1
Xll = all - aUa22 a2l

Note that for commutative fields one recovers Cramer's rule

= (Xll X12) of
X2l X22

REMARK 1
It is rather awkward but inevitable that for the commutative subfield C of the skew field JH
we do not refind the determinant in case of commutative fields but its absolute value.

REMARK 2

In case of a commutative field the trace of A = (an au) is defined by
a2l a22

trace (A) =an + a22.

It has the fundamental property

trace (AB) = trace (BA) .

Clearly (for example n = 1) this property does not valid in case of skew fields. In our case
JH however we could define

10



Indeed it satisfies

trace(AB) = trace(BA)

but for the subfield C in III again it does not correspond to the definition
trace(A) = (au +a22), although for the subfield IR in III it does. Compare Remark 3 at the
end of Subsection 3.3.

2.4. Final remarks

We close this second section with two remarks

A. The algebra of matrices M 2(Ill) is isomorphic to the Clifford algebra Gl ,3 of Minkowski
space-time. One can find the details in [12].

B. A (right) linear space V over III can be endowed with a quaternionic inner product (".)
with properties

o. (x, y) E Ill, x, Y E V

1. (x,y) = (y,x)

2. (x, Ylal +Y2(2) = (x, yd a1 + (x, Y2) a2 for all all a2 E III

and consequently

i) (x,X)EIR, xEV

ii) (0,0) = 0

iii) (X1a1 + X2a2, y) = a1(xll y) +a2(x2, y)

and moreover in case of definite positivity

3. (x,x»O for xf:.O.

Example

V = Ill2 and (x,y) = XlYl +X2Y2 where x = ( :~ ) E Ill2 and Y = ( ~~ ) E Ill2.

11



(13)

3. The equation of Dirac by use of lEI

3.1. Introductory remarks

As emphasized repeatedly by Hestenes the I-matrices 1f.J are merely a representation in M 4 ( C)
of an orthonormal basis of the real Clifford algebra of Minkowski space-time. Compare e.g.
[3]-[10]. Following Hestenes we call this Clifford algebra Space-time algebra STA.

In this matrix representation every element x E STA can be presented by

where the coefficients are real.
This situation has unsatisfactory aspects because the I-matrices contain imaginary numbers
whereas the coefficients are chosen real. The Majorana representation (Subsection 1.2) can
not help us here. Introduction of complex coefficients in stead of real ones would yield M4(C)
but M 4 ( C) has real dimension 32 whereas STA has dimension 16.

( ; U;,M)e:~e~~ti; ),7:::~:,C:O: 1:;2:::~t:~~c::::n~n:s2:;:~ sr~le
behave like pairs.

REMARK In textbooks these pairs 'l/Jz = ( ~~ ) and 'l/J. = ( ~: ), corresponding to positive

and negative energy respectively, are called the large and t1e small components of W. Small
components are related to Pauli spinors in the non-relativistic Pauli theory of electrons. As
mentioned by Hestenes and Gurtler in [11] the Pauli equation can be written as

(p - eAf
80 'l/J ian= op2m C 'l/J + e<p 'l/J

with Pop 'l/J = -V'l/J ia n, 'l/J E lH, ia E Ill.

Notice that in (13) the usual quantities i E C and 'l/J = ( ~~ ) E C 2 are removed and

replaced by ia E III and 'l/J E Ill.

In Subsection 2.1 we pointed out that the quaternions can be presented by some elements
of M 2 ( C) and last but not least the theory of Clifford algebras tells us that el,a = STA
has matrix representation M2 (lH). So altogether we have reasons enough to investigate the
equations of Dirac represented in M2(Ill) in stead of the usual representation in M4 (C). Let
us first give some examples of M 2(Ill)-representations of STA. Note that it is always possible,
using ik = ierk, k = 1,2,3, to switch from M2(Ill) into M4(C).

1) The most straightforward representation

hO = (1 0), hk = ( ?o -1 Zk
ik )
o '

12
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Substitution of ile = i(1le, k = 1,2,3 yields the M4(C)-representation (10) given in Subsec
tion 1.2.

In representation (14) even multivectors can be presented by

(
ql q2) III,ql,q2E.
q2 -ql

2) Another representation

h,0 = (0 1) , h,le = (ile 0.), k = 1,2,3
1 0 0 -Zle

(15)

with h,1e = U h,le U- l U = 1 (1 -1), V72 1 1 .

REMARK

For U = (qn q12) one can define Ut in the following way. Representing qE III by an
q21 q22

element of M2( C) one finds if. = qt, where if. is the quaternionic conjugate of q E III and qt the

Hermitean conjugate of q E M2 (C). Hence we can write Ut = (~n ~2l) for U E M2 (llI).
ql2 q22

Indeed this corresponds to Ut represented in M4(C) hence in (15) one can write h,le = U hie ut
in stead of h,1e = U hie U-l.

3) A very useful representation

h l -, -
(16)

Although this representation looks rather irregular and ad hoc it is just the one that plays a
very essential role in the equation of Dirac.
It satisfies the following desirable properties.
a) Even multivectors can be represented by

b) Elements in the minimal left ideal, generated by the primitive idempotent HI +haho) can

be given by (:~ ~), ql, q2 E llI.

c) hs := hoh1h2ha = i aI2 •

Compare also Subsections 3.2 and 3.3.

The basic multivectors (with lower indices) are given by

13



ho = ( ? -il ) hl h2h3 = hohs = ( O. i2 )
tl o ' -t2 o '

hl = ( i~ o ) ( -i2 ? ) ,. , h2h3ho = hlhs = 0-tl t2

( -i2 o ) ( -t2 o )h2 = . , h3hohl = h2hs = 0 . ,
0 -t2 -tl

h3 = ( O. -il ) hohl h2 = h3hs = ( ? i2 )
-tl o ' t2 o '

( i3 ? ) ,hohl h2h3 = hs = 0
t3

hlho = ( ~ ~ ) , h2h3 = -hshlho = ( O. -i3 )
-t3 o '

h2ho = ( ? -i3 ) h3hl = -hsh2ho = ( ~ -1 )
t3 o ' o '

h3ho = ( ~ ~1) , ( -t3 ? ) .hl h2 = -hsh3ho = 0
t3

REMARKS

1. Intentionally i 3 plays a preferential role in the representation.

2. Identification of i 3 E JH and i E C yields hlho = 0"1, h2ho = -0"2, haho = O"a and
h2ha = -il, hahl = i2, hl h2 = -ia.

3. The even subalgebra is spanned by 1 and ia and is isomorphic to M2(C).

4. fJia = -iafJ, only il and i2 appear in fJ = hiai.

5. hs = hohl h2ha = iaI 2 that is to say that i 3 is eigenvalue of hs both left and right.

6. Switching from M2(JH) to M 4( C) by ik = iO"k, k = 1,2,3 gives traceless and unitary
(4 X 4)-matricesj ho is hermitean and hI, h2, ha are anti hermitean, as in classical repre
sentations.

7. One finds

and conversely

14



The unitary transformation U in hle = U hle ut is given by

and

3.2. Space-time algebra and the equations of Dirac

In STA one can choose a Lorentz basis {eo, el, e2, e3} with properties

elee, +e,ele = 2 diag(l,-l,-l,-l).

In a wellknown way one can decompose every multivector x in STA in k-grades Xlc,

k = 0,1,2,3,4.

Hence we can write

and also

x = Xo +Xl +X2 +X3 +X4 •

Having made a choice for the orientation the pseudoscalar es = eOele2e3 is an invariant, in
some sense like the volume form in linear spaces. Note that e~ = -1 and that
esele = -eleeS, k = 0,1,2,3.
Following Hestenes we next introduce
Xle = (_l)le Xlc, whence x = Xo - Xl +X2 - X3 +X4,

Xle = (-1)[~1 Xle, whence x = Xo +Xl - X2 - X3 +X4
and (dependent on eo)

Xt = eo xeo

corresponding to Hermitean conjugation in M 4 ( C).
Even multivectors X can be characterized by X = x but also by esx = xes (and esx = -xes

for odd multivectors). It can be taken together by esx = xes, x E STA.

In the next subsection we shall give an approach of the equation of Dirac in M2(lH) lan
guage from two sides.
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a) From the general point of view (without matrices) in STA and as developed by Hestenes.
See the next table (column 2 and 3).
b) From the conventional representation in M4 (C), summarized in Subsection 1.1 and in
column 1 of the next table. Although this approach is a consequence of the general point of
view in a) we give some details because it affords more insight into the structure of the Dirac
equation using M4(C), respectively M2(1ll).

TABLE

column 1 column 2
I

column 3
Dirac ,t/Ji + q~'It =m'It at/Je5eaeO + qAt/J =mt/Jeo aipe5 + qAip =mip
equation 'I! E C4 t/J E STA ip E STA

t/J even ipeaeo = ip
current J p. = 'Itt "Yo"Yp.'It J =t/Jeot/J J p. = (ipt eoep.ip)o
spin
current 8p. =-i'Itt"YO"Yp."Y5'I! 8 =t/Je3~ 81£ = -(ipteOep.e5ipe5)0
gauge
transformation ~ ='Ite- ia -if, =t/Je-ae&eaeo cP = ipe-ae

&

qJ =qJ-,o: qA= qA- ao: qA =qA- ao:
gauge
invariant
derivative Dp.'It = ap''It - qAp.'Iti Dt/J =at/J - qAt/Je5e3eO Dip =aip - qAipe5
Lagrangean
density L ='I!t "Yo("Yp. Dp.i - m) 'It L =(t/Jteo(Dt/Je5e3eO - mt/Jeo»o L = (ipteo(Dipe5 - mip»o

The above table leads us to the following remarks.

1. From a bit more general point of view one can replace es by any unit pseudoscalar 1.-,

eo by any unit timelike vector e and ea by any unit spacelike vector v orthogonal to e.
Compare [14]. In order to stay as close as possible to the original equation of Dirac and
to the fundamental work of Hestenes we do not use these general notations.

2. Even multivectors t/J (column 2) and c.p E STA with c.peaeo = c.p in column 3 (Le. c.p belongs
to the minimal left ideal in STA generated by the primitive idempotent HI +eaeo)) are
related by

and conversely

3. 8 = el-i81-i is an invariante while fJ = ,1-i81-i is not. The Lorentz invariance in the columns 2
and 3 is manifest but that is not the case in column 1.

4. Clearly there is a fixed preferential direction, expressed by

i) i E C in column 1.

ii) eSe3eO in column 2.
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iii) eaeo in column 3.

5. eo, et, e2, ea on the right side need not to be related to the vectors e~ in 8 = e~ 8w

6. Let the spinor 'l/J be related to the frame {eo, el, e2, ea} and the spinor -J; to the frame
{€O,€t,€2,€a} with €~ = Le~L-l (L is a Lorentz transformation) then one has the
relation -J; = 'l/J L-l.

3.3. The equations of Dirac in M2(lH)-representation

Let us first consider the equation

(17)

(table column 3).

Using representation (16) of Section 3.1 one finds for (17)

(18)

or equivalently

Next we show that the equation

(1)

(Subsection 1.1, Table column 1) is also equivalent to (18) and (18') and hence to (17).
Compare especially the comment just after the introduction of (16) in Subsection 3.1.
If necessary we switch from M2(lH) to M4 ( C) and conversely by i k = iCTk, k = 1,2,3. We
write equation (1) a bit more explicitly as

(19)

Next we show that the equations

(19)
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and

(20)

(21)

( ~=3~4) .are equivalent, if is the complex conjugate of,p, if> = :

In the proof we use the obvious relations 7'" = -"'?'Y"''Y2
, J.L = 0,1,2,3 and

holding especially in representation (16) Le.

Complex conjugation of (19) gives

or

Multiplication by 'Y2 from the left yields

(20)

and addition of (19) and (20) yields (21). It is obvious that splitting (21) gives (19) and (20).
Switching from M 4 (C) to M 2(IH) we find for (21)

or
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(18')

o

REMARKS

1. The proof depends on the special representation (16') but clearly other representations
yield similar results.

2. Switching from even 'l/J (column 2) to <p with <peseo = <p (column 3) by <p =
!'l/J(1 +eo) (1 +eseo) yields in this representation simply

and

3. In STA one has the relation <Po = ~ trace M(<p), where <Po is the scalar part of <p and
M(<p) the M4(C)-representation of STA.
For the M2 (.H:l)-representation of STA the notion of trace has to be changed in
trace A = ~ (au + a22 + au + (22) also resulting in <Po = ~ trace M (<p).
Compare Remark 2 at the end of Subsection 2.3.

4. The expressions

and

(table column 3) can easily be translated into M2(.H:l) using Remark 3.

5. The gauge transformation, given by rp = <pe-aer,

(table column 3) reduces simply to

(compare rp = <pe-ai in column 1).

6. The expression D<p = 8<p - qA<pe5 (again column 3) reduces to D<p = 8<p - qA<pis
in our M2 (.H:l)-representation (again compare Jj}'l/J = ~'l/J - q$..'l/Ji in column 1 for the
conventional representation).
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4. The equation Depes = mep

4.1. Preliminaries

In Section 1 we started with the equation of Dirac

(1)

(

1/71(X) )
with DJ-' = OJ-' - iqAJ-' and w(x) = ~:~:~ E C4 (x) describing the behaviour of electrons

1/74(X)
and photons. There are also physic phenomena, e.g. the weak interaction between leptons,

that can be described by a pair of wave functions W= ( :: ) with W1, W2 E (;'4, instead of

a single wave function W E (;'4. In that case the equation of Dirac is usually given by

(24)

with

and

(25)

(

1/712 )
and W2 = ~:: one can consider the (4 X 2)-matrix

1/742

(01) (0 -i) (1 0)where T1 = 10 ,T2 = i 0 ' Ta = 0-1 .
This presentation contains an unsatisfactory ambiguity. On the one hand one considers

W= ( :~ ) E (;'2 with operators Tl, T2, T3 in su(2) but on the other hand one considers W1

and W2 as elements of C4 with operator i-yJ-'8J-' - mI4 E M4( C). A more satisfactory approach
could be a description in C 4 Q9 C2 but there is a simpler, more obvious and straightforward

one in the following w(a¢l1 )

Starting from W1 = ~:~

1/741
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As usual we let act the operator hl-l81-1 - m from the left on the two columns of W(and mix up
the four rows of W) but we let act the Lie algebra su(2) from the right on the four rows (and
mix up the two columns). Indeed the ambiguity in interpretation now has been removed.
The corresponding su(2)-gaugeinvariant operator DI-I now can be introduced by

(26)

Note that there is a small difference with the usual description, viz. in the operator -ji B; TIc

one has to replace B~ by - B~. This is caused by the fact that T2 = -T[, contrasting
T1 = +T[ and T3 = +T[ (Tl means the transposed of Tk)' Now it becomes also clear why in
Subsection 1.2 we chose the matrices Uk = T'[ in stead of Uk = Tk as usual.
Schematically one can present our approach as follows:

action of action of

In the next table we compare some notions, associated with the Dirac equation in the con
ventional description and in our one. The quantity -jig B; Tk is shortly noted by Bw

conventional here
current j~ = ~W/I-ITkW jr = 1- tr(W/I-IWTk)

gauge ¢ = U'IjJ, U = e-!ial:'Tl: ¢ = 'ljJU, U = e-1ia l:'Tl:

transformation
BI-I = UBI-IU-1 - (81-1U) U-1 BI-I = U-1BI-IU - U-1(81-1U)

gauge
invariant DI-I= 81-1+ BI-I DI-IW = 81-1W +WBI-I
derivative
Lagrangian L 1 = W(hl-lDI-I - m) W L1 = tr(W(hl-lDI-I - m) W)

Coupling ofthe u(1 )-gauge invariant derivative D 1-1 = 81-1 - iqAI-I and the su(2)-gauge invariant
derivative D1-1 = 81-1 - !ig B; Tk yields (only for left oriented particles) the su(2) X u(1)-gauge
invariant derivative of the electro-weak interaction between leptons.
One can replace (25) by

acting on the left wave function L = !(1- hO/1/2/3) Wand (26) by

. ,
DI-IL = (81-1 - z~ AI-I)L - jigB;LTk

where again L = ~(1- hO/1I213) W.
All details of the conventional description can e.g. be found in [13].
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4.2. Electro-weak interaction and STA

Let us now return to the equation

D<pe5 = m<p (29)

where <P E STA, <peseo = <p, D<p = e"DJ.£<p and DJ.£<p = 8J.£<p - qAJ.£es (table Subsection 3.2,
column 3). It gives an equivalent description of electrons and photons as (1) does.
The condition <peseo = <p causes an asymmetry in (29), however this condition can be pre
sented by <p E j+, where j+ is the minimal left ideal of STA generated by the primitive
idempotent HI +eseo) but this presentation immediately raises the question: what about
the remaining minimal left ideal 1-, generated by the primitive idempotent Hl- eseo). As
argued by Hestenes in [8] the most obvious answer is that (29) in 1- (i.e. <peseo = -<p)
describes the behaviour of the neutrino (leptons appear in pairs). It turns out that one has
the following unique decomposition for <p E STA.
<p = ~<p(l +eseo) + t<p(1- eseo) =<PI +<P2, <PI E 1+, 1.{J2 E 1-.
Thence the equation

D<pes = m<p, <p E STA

falls to two pieces

with <P2eSeO = -<P2, the latter describing the neutrino. The description of the electro-weak
interaction also has been considered by Hestenes in [8]. It is stated there that wave functions
of left oriented particles correspond to even ffiultivectors in STA and likewise right particles
to odd ffiultivectors. Note that the proof of this statement in [8] is based on the standard
representation of the I-matrices which yields the condition <pi = <P,S, 15 = 101112,S and
<p E M4 ( C) associated with the standard matrix representation of STA.

Elements of SU(2) X U(l) Can be considered in STA as the set

The su(2) x u(l) gauge-invariant derivative DJ.£ for wave functions L ofleft particles can be
given in STA by

(30)

9 and g' are the coupling constants,
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Note that L is even, whence Les = esL. Note also the resemblance of (28) and (30). For
more details we refer to [8] again.

4.3. Electro-weak interaction and the M2(lH)-representation of STA

In this subsection we express the results of Hestenes, exposed in [8] and summarized in 4.2,
in the M2(lll)-representation of STA.
For the basis vectors eo, et, e2, ea we use the representation

(
0 -il ) ( i l

ho = i
l

0 ,hl = 0 o ) (-h-i
l

,h2 = 0 o ) (0 -h) ( .. , ha = . 0 16)
-t2 -tl

throughout. Obviously one has

~(1 +haho) = (~ ~) and ~(1- haho) = (~ ~)

As pointed out in Subsection 3.3 equivalent representations in IH 2 can be given by

the matrices

and ( q12 ).
q22

For the left part L of the wave function w, classically expressed by L = ~(1 - h'ollI2Ia) W
we find after substitution of (11) in (16):

w(h;~ce Oon)e fi(n~s ~~~ )the wave. functions of the electron and the neutrino

q21 0 ' 0 q22 respectively, qkl E IH, k,l = 1,2.

L=

This is equivalent with (compare (21))

corresponding to

According to Subsection 4.2 we recover (along another representation) that L belongs to the
even part of M 2(lll). Identification of ia E lH and i E C yields that L E M2 (C). One can
also write
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equivalent with Li3 = i 3L.

REMARK One can give similar expressions for the right part of the wave function w.

Let us now turn to the su(2) X u(l)-gauge invariant derivatives

and

(28)

(30)

Note that in (30) L is even, Le. Les = esL. Translation of (30) into the lH(2)- representation
yields after some minor manipulations.

with

Note the striking resemblance of (28) and (32) after identification of i E C and i 3 E lH.
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5. Strong interactions and STA

5.1. Preliminary remarks

Nowadays descriptions of strong interaction fields make use of the Lie algebra su(3). In con
tradistinction to su(2) the Lie algebra su(3) cannot be faithfully represented in STA.
Therefore we do not strive to give a description of strong fields expressed in terms of M2(lH)
like done for electro-weak fields in Section 4.
Nevertheless a representation of strong fields within STA can be given. This representation
uses the Lie algebra of bivectors in STA. Hestenes has shortly pointed out this possibility
in [8]. In this section we give a number of details of this representation but first we give
a brief summary of the su(3)-description of strong fields. Our treatment is not exactly the
conventional one because (as in 4.1) we let act the Lie algebra su(3) from the right.

5.2. Strong interaction fields

Let us first write down the equation of Dirac for triples of quarks

(h",D", - m) W(x) = 0

where

(33)

'l/J1cl E C(x)
k =1,2,3,4
1=1,2,3.

and

The (3 x 3)-matrices Ale, k = 1, ... ,8 are the wellknown generators of su(3). They can
easily be found by decomposing the 8-parameter Hermitean and traceless (3 x 3)-matrix

in
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with

At ~U~ n'A, ~U~i n'A3 ~0~1 n
A4 ~0~ n'A, ~0~ ~i) ,Aa ~0~ n
A1 ~ 0~ ~i) , As ~ ~ 0~ ~J

The gauge transformations can be given by

A 1.'" }\[f = \[f U, U = e-2",a AI:

All = U-l All U - U-l 81lU

The currents are given by

J.L = 0,1,2,3
k = 1, ... ,8.

The wave function* \[f = (\[fl, \[f2, \[fa) is associated with the Lagrangian

5.3. Bivectors in STA

(34)

In STA the unit pseudoscalar es = eOele2ea is invariant up to a sign. Every bivector
bE B C STA has the property b2 =a + f3es, a,f3 E JR.
Bivectors with f3 = °are called simple. Simple bivectors can be subdivided in timelike,
isotropic and spacelike ones if b2 > 0, b2 = 0, b2 < 0 respectively.

The set of bivectors B satisfies the property [B,B] C B Le. B is a real (6-dimensional)
Lie algebra. In STA we fix now a timelike unit vector eo, for example the time axis of a
Lorentz basis. Then (dependent on the choice of eo) there exists a unique decomposition of
bivectors by

'From now on we drop the folkloristic notation W"ed and so on.
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b = Hb+ eobeo) + l(b - eobeo) , b E B .

We shall also write

B = l(B + eoBeo) + l(B - eoBeo) = Bs +BT .

Bs and BT can also be characterized by Bseo = eoBs and BTeo = -eOBT respectively. After
introduction of a Lorentz basis {eo, eI, e2, ea} we obtain immediately B~ ~ 0 and B} ~ 0 Le.
Bs is simple and spacelike or isotropic and BT is simple and timelike or isotropic.
Note further that Bs = e5BT = BTe5 and BT = e5Bs = Bse5 and that bt = -b., b~ = bt ,

b. E Bs, bt E BT.
Finally we remark that [Bs, Bs] C Bs Le. Bs is a sub Lie algebra of Band [BT' BT] C Bs
Le. BT is not a sub Lie algebra of B.
Clearly, using the decomposition B = Bs + BT one can consider B as a 3-dimensional
"complex" Lie algebra (notice the dependence on eo).
In this Lie algebra we shall use a basis {UI, U2, ua} with the property

(34)

for example Ule = eleeO, k = 1,2,3.
Every bE B now can be written as

a
b =L (ale + e5ble)UIe, ale,ble E 1R

Ie=l

with property

a

bt = L (ale - e5ble)UIe .
Ie=l

Introduction of the scalar product (b, b) = IIbll2 = (btb)o = a~ + b~ +a~ +b~ +a~ + b~ reveals
SU(3) as symmetry group of B.
Next we need the map ad B : B --+ B given by

(adb)b l = [b,b l ] , b,bl E B.

It has e.g. the properties

1. ad [bI,b2]= [adbI,adb2 ] (Jacobi)

2. (ad b) [bl , b2]= [(ad b) bI, b2 ] + [bI, (ad b) b2] (Leibniz)

the latter being again a guise of Jacobi's property.

Using the basis {UI, U2, ua}, as given in (34) one can write
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(
00 0) ( 0

ad U1 =2es 0 0 -1 , ad U2 =2es 0
o 1 0 -1

Note that identification of es E STA and i E C yields

Finally we mention that

n.(35)

Now we are able to express the matrices >'1, ••• , >'s in terms of bivectors of STA (again we
identify i E C and es E STA).
One finds:

>'1 = -i(adu1 adu2 +adu2 adu1) ,

>'2 =ies(ad U2 ad Ul - ad U1 ad U2)

=! adus ,

>'s =-i(adu1 adul - adu2 adu2) ,

>'4 =-i(adu1 adus +adus adud ,

>'s = ies(ad Us ad U1 - ad U1 ad us)

= -! adu2 ,

>'6 = - i (ad U2 ad Us +ad Us ad U2) ,

>'7 =tes(adus adu2 - adu2 adus)

= ! adu1 ,

Note that the given expressions are an immediate consequence of (34) and (35), using
{U1,U2,US} as basis.
Now we return to the equation of Dirac as mentioned in 5.2.

5.4. Strong interactions expressed in STA

Let B 4
( x) denote the set of quadruples of bivector fields in STA. We write them as columns
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k=1,2,3,4.

In a natural way one can introduce addition of these quadruples and also left (or right) scalar
multiplication with elements a + j3es, a, j3 E lR provided with all usual properties because
(a + j3es) b = b(a + j3es) E B.
We also introduce a right action of su(3) on B 4 by

J.L = 1, ... ,4, k = 1, ... ,8 .

as introduced in 5.3.

Given the matrix

with 'l/Jkl = akl + ibkl one can consider the quadruple of bivectors in STA

Yet define the (4 x 4)-matrices ro, r1,r2,r3as ,0,,1,,2,,0 but where i E C has been replaced
byes E STA. Now the Dirac equations (33) can be presented by

(36)

REMARK
Comparing the equation D<pes = m<p as dealt with in Section 4 and (36) one observes that
D<pes = m<p of Section 4 obeys Lorentz invariance because it is manifestly independent of
coordinates, but for (36) this Lorentz invariance is not automatically satisfied.
The Lorentz invariance of (36) can be proved in a similar way as done in textbooks for the
conventional equation of Dirac.
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For reasons of completeness we add this proof here.

We start from

(eliP'D~ - m) cp(x) = 0 . (36)

The Lorentz transformation x = Lx induces the transformations x = L-1x and D~ = L~ Dv

hence D~ = L~ Dv • Substitution in (36) yields:

(36')

For the quantities L~ r~ = a.V one finds

Using the relation r~ = UP' U-1 this yields a.~ = U r~ U-1 whence after substitution in
(36'):

or

Defining <p(x) = U-1cp(L-1x) one finds

or

(eli r~ D~ - m) <p(x) = 0

and the proof is complete.
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FINAL REMARKS

1.
1 .~

Let U = e- 2e
l)a • and define

Now the gauge transformations in STA-formalism can be given by

2. Let <pt = (BI, Bt Bj, Bl) then we can define the currents by

This expression corresponds to

mentioned in 5.2.

3. The Lagrangian L 1 can be defined by

in agreement with

in conventional theory.
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